
February 12, 2020 

Re: HB2601 

Dear Education Committee: 

Why are so many people standing up for their rights, for their health freedom these days?  
Because so many of us have experienced first hands the devastation that can come when a 
wickedly corrupt system earns our trust only to hurt the very ones we love and care about the 
most. 

Vaccines don’t cause autism you say?  The industry has claimed that there is no link between 
vaccine and autism, however listed on the vaccine inserts themselves, we see that a 
KNOWN side effect is encephalopathy.   

Encephalopathy (/ɛnˌsɛfəˈlɒpəθi/; from Ancient Greek: ἐνκέφαλος "brain" + πάθος "suffering") 
means any disorder or disease of the brain, especially chronic degenerative conditions.[1] In 
modern usage, encephalopathy does not refer to a single disease, but rather to a syndrome of 
overall brain dysfunction; this syndrome has many possible organic and inorganic causes. 

We can wrap this up in whatever fancy word you choose, but those of us who’ve experienced it 
realize there is indeed a correlation between vaccines and brain injury.  Autism is becoming 
epidemic in our country.  In fact, as the vaccine schedule increases, so do the rates of autism 

Monetary awards and judgements on behalf of those who have been killed or injured by vaccines 
would prove that vaccine injury exists. 

We know there is a link between genetics and vaccine injury, yet for some reason we refuse to 
test for those genetic mutations before we inject that first vaccine in to those precious, perfect 
newborn babies.  We wait then to see if that baby will react…Will they have fevers, seizures, 
brain damage due to the adjuvants in the vaccines?  Will they die of SIDS?  Will they have a life 
time of chronic illness, cancer, diabetes or deal with mental health issues and anxiety or learning 
disabilities like ADHD?  You might be surprised to know that these very things are listed as side 
affects on the vaccine inserts themselves. 

If indeed we admit that certain genetic predispositions are “responsible” for vaccine injury, why 
haven’t we done our due diligence and tested these children at birth instead of playing this game 
of Russian Roulette with them?  In fact, there have been Dr’s who have lost their license for 
doing this very thing….For protecting children from harm. 

In our own family we have seen how the system that we once trusted, injured many of our 
children.  A few years ago, I learned that I have a genetic mutation by the name of MTHFR 
(Methylenetetrahydrofolate Reductase).  MTHFR, along with various other genetic mutations, 
make an individual’s detoxification system function less than optimally.  I ran across this 
mutation quite by accident, digging in to some other health issues I was having, but in so doing 
realized that I wasn’t the only one affected.  In fact, my husband has another variant of this same 
mutation.  My daughter has one from each of us.  We have also learned that my husband’s 
mother AND father each have a copy of the same mutation as do my parents.  I also learned that 
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in fact it is estimated that 60% of the population has MTHFR and don’t even realize it.  You see, 
Methylation is required to produce glutathione, which is one of the major molecules in a 
detoxification cycle, but if you don’t methylate properly you won’t be able to detoxify properly. 
This can lead to higher susceptibility to heavy metal toxicity and toxicity from any source like 
pesticides, other environmental toxins and pollutants, mold toxicity, toxicity from 
lipoplysaccharide or any other bacterial or pathogen-based toxin.  So, in general, an increased 
susceptibility to toxic overload because the body is not able to detoxify properly.  This making 
people with the MTHFR gene mutation not good candidates for vaccination.   

As stated previously, those with this genetic mutation have a difficult time detoxifying heavy 
metals, environmental toxins and pollutants, and other bacterial or pathogen-based toxins. What 
do vaccinations contain?  Heavy metals (mercury, aluminum)  environmental toxins and 
pollutants (formaldehyde, monosodium glutamate, antibiotics)  and bacteria and pathogens (the 
diseases they are formulated to create an immune response to, among others due to 
contamination). 

My husband’s sister has 10 children.  Of those 10, the first half were vaccinated.  3 of them have 
varying degrees of autism.  Once they realized the connection, they stopped vaccinating their 
children…the rest have no symptoms of autism.  My brother in law has 3 children.  Of those one 
is autistic.  I have a son who had childhood cancer.  One that I’ve since learned likely stemmed 
from getting the MMR vaccine as a child.  For our family, would it be wise to inject them?  To 
continue to allow our kids to be injected with toxins knowing the high likelihood of injury?  
Would you?  

I am writing to you today regarding my own personal history with vaccinations but each family 
has their own story and conviction regarding them.  We cannot take the voice away from those 
parents who are fighting for the health and safety of their children! 

Our governor has slipped mandates through the backdoor and will continue to do so and add to 
the oh so long list of already required vaccines to enter public school.  She is fighting to remove 
all exemptions, which has been done in a couple of states already, causing many to have to move 
in order to keep their children safe.  Do you realize that if this happens it will remove even the 
medical exemptions for those who are severely immune compromised?  Like those with cancer 
on chemotherapy?  They are also working hard to remove the religious exemptions for those who 
believe that injecting toxins or aborted fetal cells or the cells of monkeys, cows and other 
animals into your body is unethical and unscriptural.  Please help us continue to fight for our 
medical freedom!  

I would love any opportunity to speak with you further on this subject. 

Sincerely, 

Jeri Enegren 

Goddard, KS 


